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asal cell carcinoma (BCC) is the
skin cancer1. This carcinomas
frequent skin cancers in the fair

population over 50 years of age. Their
increasing throughout the world. Basal
are heterogeneous, from superficial or
of good prognosis to very extensive 
lesions2. This kind of lesions located in
difficult to reconstruct due to their resulting
and functional defect. Although there
options for treatment, the gold standard
excision with histological control of excision
There are many surgical techniques for
and we show a case report of a lower
reconstructed with a Mustardé flap in the
 
Case report 
 

 A 90-year-old female presented
referring 10-year history of a pediculated
left lower eyelid which detached 2 years
an inadequate healing. It also had 
growth of the lesion plus burning sensation
wart detached. The physical exploration
exofitic lesion on the lower eyelid 
brown color, with 2 cm in diameter
edges. No ulcers or secretion was observed
1b). A full-thickness wide resection of
made with a margin of 0.5 cm and without
the left lower eyelid or the canthus, reconstructing
area with a Mustardé flap. We made a
posterior temporal incision, beginning
canthus and finishing in the preauricular
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Lower eyelid reconstruction with Mustardé

the most frequent 
carcinomas are the most 

fair-skinned adult 
Their incidence is 

Basal cell carcinomas 
or nodular lesions 
 difficult-to-treat 
in the eyelid are 

resulting anatomic 
there are plenty 

standard is surgical 
excision margins3. 
for reconstruction 

lower eyelid lesion 
the left eye. 

presented to the hospital 
pediculated wart in the 

years ago and had 
 an accelerated 

sensation since the 
exploration revealed an 

 of the left eye, 
diameter and irregular 

observed (Figure 1a, 
of the lesion was 

without impairing 
reconstructing the 
a transversal and 

beginning in the internal 
preauricular fold including  

 
 
 
 

 
the lesion. The flap fixation
periosteum was made (Figure
report revealed a basal-cell
margins. A one-month postoperative
shown in figure 3. No complications
this point. 
 
Discussion 
 
 Basal cell carcinoma
common type of non-melanoma
and can sometimes affect
represents up to 90.8% of
treatment is primarily directed
low metastatic potential. M
has superior long-term cure
treatment modalities and is 
high-risk and recurrent BCC
patients who cannot tolerate
nonsurgical methods are available
and electrodessication, cryosurgery,
therapy, radiation, topical
therapies. BCC is a slowly
generally be cured easily 
methods.5. The goals of 
maintenance of eyelid contact
inward or outward turn of the
of color and texture of 
aesthetic subunit with minimal
advantages of the Mustard
blood supply of the flap, the
keeping the scars into
Reconstruction of the anterior

Background: Basal cell carcinoma (BCC) is the most
This carcinomas are the most frequent skin cancers
population over 50 years of age. We report a case
that presented to the clinic with a pediculated wart
The physical exploration revealed an exofitic lesion,

 diameter and irregular edges. A full-thickness resection
made with a margin of 0.5 cm and without impairing
the canthus using a Mustardé flap as the surgical technique
The biopsy report revealed a basal-cell carcinoma with
month postoperative follow up showed no complication
offers an excellent option for reconstruction of lower
due to its simplicity and good aesthetic results. 
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é flap.  

fixation to the orbicular 
(Figure 2a, 2b). The biopsy 

cell carcinoma with clear 
postoperative follow up is 

complications were observed at 

carcinoma (BCC) is the most 
melanoma skin cancer (NMSC) 
affect the eyelids, where it 

of NMSC lesions4. BCC 
directed at local control given its 

Mohs Micrographic Surgery 
cure rates compared with other 

 the treatment of choice for 
BCC. For superficial tumors or 
tolerate surgery, topical and 

available, such as Curettage 
cryosurgery, photodynamic 

topical therapies or systemic 
slowly growing tumor that can 

 with office-based surgical 
 eyelid reconstruction are 

contact with the eyeball without 
the margin and reproduction 
 the eyelid following the 

minimal sacrifice6. The main 
Mustardé flap are the adequate 

the use of near tissues and 
into de aesthetic units7. 

anterior lamella of the lower  

most frequent skin cancer1. 
cancers in the fair-skinned adult 

case of a 90-year-old women 
wart in the left lower eyelid. 

lesion, brown color, with 2 cm 
resection of the lesion was 

impairing the left lower eyelid or 
technique for reconstruction. 

with clear margins. A one-
complications. This technique 

lower eyelid related defects 
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Figure 1. Front and side pictures of lower eyelid

 
eyelid with a Mustardé cheek rotation
basic criteria of an ideal skin flap: excellent
and texture matching, placed in position
surgical procedure8.The Mustardé flap 
versatile technique with a large donor
sufficient blood supply9. This technique
excellent option for reconstruction of
related defects due to its simplicity and
results. 
Conclusion 

 
This case is a tangible example

versatility of the Mustardé flap. 
carcinoma is the most common type
worldwide. Although there are more 
treatment of this kind of carcinoma,
resection remains as the gold standard.
the lower eyelid was properly removed
treatment was possible due to the
malignancy. The Mustardé flap is an 
for reconstruction in this zone, is 
aesthetic results are very acceptable.
complications of this kind of flap are
compared to the advantages it offers
difficult to see why it’s widely used
recently. 
 

Figure 2. A. Surgical planning. B. Result of Mustardé flap.
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of lower eyelid 
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A. Surgical planning. B. Result of Mustardé flap. 

Figure 3. One month follow up. 
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